
Unlock Your Full Sales Potential – Everywhere 

Spend less time managing multiple systems and more time conducting business with FireLight® Embedded, the 
key that unlocks access to FireLight services within third-party solutions.

FireLight® Embedded
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FireLight® Environment Third-Party Solutions

Direct To Consumer Web Portal

FireLight® Admin System

The Power of FireLight Embedded 

FireLight Embedded gives you complete control of your user experiences. Configure your products, rules 
and services once in FireLight and make them available within any third-party web application, website or  
proprietary sales solution - wherever your sales happen. The result: You can deliver seamless and cohesive  
user experiences across all lines of business for various sales channels while reducing costs associated with  
multiple system implementations and maintenance. Leverage the power of FireLight with your look with FireLight 
Embedded API.

Configure Once - Manage Centrally - Distribute Anywhere

Be Where Sales Happen 

Don’t ask advisors to log in and out of multiple platforms 
to complete a sale. Achieve next-level straight-through  
processing by delivering products and processes where 
they already conduct business.

With FireLight Embedded, sales teams no longer have 
to leave their preferred platform to capture pre-sales 
data, create an illustration or process an e-application. 
Even customers can be empowered to make post-sale or  
policy updates when FireLight is embedded in your direct-to- 
consumer portal. It’s the power of FireLight right where you 
need it.
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FireLight® Embedded Multi-Channel Sales UX

I N S U R A N C E Sales automation solutions for the insurance and financial services industries. 
www.InsuranceTechnologies.com | info@insurancetechnologies.com | 719.442.6400 

Discover today how you can leverage FireLight products and services in other sales environments, 
delivering seamless and cohesive user experiences to your sales channels. 

Create Once, Distribute Anywhere 

Managing multiple systems that don’t talk to each other? 
Configure products, integrations and processes once in 
FireLight, then make them accessible in sales systems  
your advisors already use and where you connect with  
consumers.

Use FireLight design tools to configure and manage your 
FireLight solutions, then use FireLight Embedded API to 
make them available within advisor portals, CRM systems, 
wealth management platforms, financial planning systems, 
direct-to-consumer solutions, post-issue servicing websites 
and more.

Unlock New Opportunities 

Capturing new markets has never been simpler. Now you  
can leverage what you’ve already built in FireLight to expand  
into new markets and generate new sales opportunities.

Deliver sales experiences that align with your business and 
use cases no matter your product, market or distribution 
method. And broaden the insurance and financial sales 
capabilities of your existing business solutions. Your sales 
teams, your advisors, your customers and your bottom line 
will thank you.


